
Stocks: Bull market enters fourth year 

By Ben Rooney | CNNMoney.com – March 11, 2012 
The bull market on Wall Street enters its fourth year this week and investors are wondering how much 
higher stocks can go. 

Stocks ended modestly higher Friday, capping a mixed week for the major indexes. The Dow Jones 
industrial average eased slightly over the last five trading days. The S&P 500 and the Nasdaq edged up 
modestly last week. 

Over the long term, however, stocks have been marching higher: Friday marked the third anniversary of 
the current bull market. 

The S&P 500 and Nasdaq have more than doubled in value from bear market lows on March 9, 2009. And 
the Dow is up more than 97%. 

So far this year, stocks have rallied on the back of improving U.S. economic data and some progress 
toward a lasting solution to the debt crisis in Europe. 

But some investors worry that a sharp rise in oil and gas prices could shock the global economy and stifle 
the stock market. 

"Recent activity data have brought further signs that global growth is recovering from its recent dip," said 
Simon Hayes, an economist at Barclays Capital, in a research report. "At the same time, however, the 
threat of a jump in oil prices is likely to keep financial markets and policymakers watchful, even as euro 
risks recede." 

While prices have eased in recent days, U.S. crude oil futures are up more than 8% this year amid fears 
that tensions between Iran and Western powers could disrupt supplies from the Middle East. 

The week ahead brings key reports on the U.S. economy, a meeting of the Federal Reserve and the 
promise of a final approval for Greece's second bailout. 

Economists expect a report Tuesday to show overall retail sales rose in February on gains in automobile 
and gasoline sales. 

Meanwhile, reports on consumer and producer prices for February are expected to show modest increases 
in inflation, reflecting the rise in oil and gas prices. 

Other items on the calendar include regional manufacturing reports, business inventories and data on 
export and import prices. 

The Federal Reserve will hold its second policy meeting of the year on Tuesday. 

The central bank is not expected to announce any changes to interest rates or major policy measures, but 
it may offer a slightly brighter assessment of the economy following upbeat reports on the job market. 

Good jobs report means Fed should sit tight 

In Europe, finance ministers from the 17 nations that use the euro on Monday are expected to authorize 
the release of a second round of loans for Greece from the eurozone bailout fund. 
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Greece announced Friday that private sector creditors will take part in a historic restructuring of the 
government's debt, which was the final condition of its €130 billion bailout program from the European 
Union and International Monetary Fund. 

Greek debt swap just one more step, not the solution 

On Tuesday, the IMF is expected to decide how much it will contribute to the bailout. IMF director 
Christine Lagarde suggested Friday that the fund could chip in €28 billion over four years. 

The bailout for Greece could remove a major source of uncertainty that has been hanging over the market 
this year, although analysts say the nation's debt problems are far from over. 

"The euro area continues to face immense challenges, and the currency bloc is likely to be an ongoing 
source of financial market turbulence," said Hayes. 

http://finance.yahoo.com/news/stocks-bull-market-enters-fourth-164900215.html 
 
 

Apple's market clout likely to draw more scrutiny 

Apple's power, ambitions to dominate 'post-PC' era may attract more antitrust attention 

By Michael Liedtke, AP Technology Writer | Associated Press – March 12, 2012 

          
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- In everything it does, from product design to business deals, Apple strives for as 
much control as possible. 

But as the world's most valuable company sets out to define and dominate the rapidly evolving markets it 
created with the iPhone and iPad, Apple is likely to face antitrust regulators who want to curb its power. 

Apple's clout is coming under scrutiny as the U.S. Justice Department considers filing a lawsuit against 
the company and five U.S. publishers for an alleged scheme that has driven up the prices of electronic 
books since the 2010 release of the iPad. 

The involved parties are trying to avoid a high-profile court battle by negotiating a settlement, according 
to The Wall Street Journal. The newspaper broke the news last week about the U.S. Justice Department's 
plans to allege that Apple Inc. and the publishers orchestrated the price-fixing scheme to thwart the e-
book discounts offered by Amazon.com Inc. 

"I think this might be a bit of a wake-up call for Apple," says Ted Henneberry, an antitrust attorney for the 
Orrick law firm in Washington. 

Apple declined to comment. 

The e-book case demonstrates the market leverage Apple has gained from its system of Internet-
connected devices that tie into iTunes, its digital marketplace for mobile applications, books, newspapers, 
magazines, textbooks, movies and music. 

"That platform has become really essential for a lot of people," says David Balto, an antitrust attorney who 
was a Federal Trade Commission policy director during the Clinton administration. "Apple clearly has 
gained a lot of power in a number of markets." 

Apple has sold more than 315 million iPhones, iPads and iPods that run on its mobile operating system, 
giving it the keys to a market that will become increasingly influential as more people buy digital content 
for their electronic devices. 

http://money.cnn.com/2012/03/09/markets/greek-debt-portugal/index.htm?iid=HP_LN&source=yahoo_hosted


Apple's success has transformed the company from a technology boutique to a trend-setting juggernaut in 
the past decade. Its annual revenue has soared from $5 billion in 2001 to $108 billion last year. About 
three-quarters of that revenue comes from sales of iPhones, iPads and iPods. The company, based in 
Cupertino, Calif., now has a market value of nearly $510 billion — more than Microsoft Corp. and Google 
Inc. combined. 

So far, though, government regulators haven't paid as much attention to Apple as they did to Microsoft 
during the 1990s and to Google during the past four years. 

Microsoft's efforts to maintain and increase its dominance of personal computer software provoked an 
antitrust lawsuit that unsuccessfully attempted to break up the company. 

Allegations that Google has been abusing its dominance of the Internet search and advertising markets 
have sparked wide-ranging government probes into the company's business practices in the U.S. and 
Europe. 

Apple may simply behave better than some of its rivals, or it may be doing business in areas that are so 
new that government regulators are still learning how those nascent markets function, says D. Daniel 
Sokol, an associate law professor who focuses on antitrust issues at the University of Florida. 

"To attract antitrust attention, you have to be more than just big. You have to be big and bad," Sokol says. 
"It was only 2007 when Apple released the iPhone, and only 2010 when it released the iPad. The company 
hasn't had that long to be bad yet, if it is indeed bad." 

Apple hasn't been flying completely under the government's radar. 

In 2009, the Federal Trade Commission opened an investigation into whether Apple and Google had been 
stifling competition by sharing two of the same directors — Eric Schmidt and Arthur Levinson — on their 
respective boards. That inquiry ended when Schmidt, then Google's CEO, resigned from Apple's board 
and Levinson, former CEO of biotechnology company Genentech, resigned from Google's board. 

In 2010, Apple, Google and several other Silicon Valley companies settled a Justice Department 
investigation into an arrangement that prohibited the employers from recruiting each other's workers. 
Apple, Google and four other companies, including Intel Corp., promised not to enter into any other "no-
solicitation" agreements for five years. A federal lawsuit filed on behalf of the workers at the companies is 
still seeking damages. 

Government regulators in the U.S. and Europe are also monitoring Apple, Google and Microsoft for any 
sign they are wielding key patents to gain an unfair competitive advantage in the mobile phone market. 

Apple's stable of popular mobile devices and the conjoined market for selling digital content will become 
even more pivotal if the vision of the company's late co-founder and CEO, Steve Jobs, pans out. 

The way Jobs saw it before he died five months ago, technology is in the early stages of a phase that will 
de-emphasize the importance of personal computers running on Microsoft's software as people instead 
rely on sleek, highly portable devices that traverse high-speed Internet connections to fetch content and 
other files stored in far-flung data centers. 

If Apple fulfills its destiny as foreseen by Jobs, the company will dominate this "post-PC" era with its array 
of iPhones, iPads and possibly a revolutionary television set. Jobs hinted at Apple's looming breakthrough 
in TV last year during interviews with his biographer, Walter Isaacson. 

As it is, the iPad already has grabbed 62 percent of the tablet computer market, according to IMS 
Research. 

Even if Apple's market share grows larger, the company may be able to minimize its potential antitrust 
headaches by pointing to what should still be fierce competition in both smartphones and tablet 
computers, Henneberry says. For instance, more than 300 million devices are already running on 
Google's Android software, and major PC makers such as Hewlett Packard Co. and Dell Inc. are hoping to 
make a dent in the tablet computer market later this year with devices running Microsoft's new operating 
system, Windows 8. 

Apple has already girded for more government attention. At the end of 2010, it hired Kyle Andeer, a 
former antitrust lawyer for the FTC and Justice Department. Andeer became the first antitrust specialist 



on Apple's internal legal team. 

"Any big U.S. tech company understands that when they are successful enough to create and expand 
markets, they may get government scrutiny," says David Turetsky, an antitrust attorney with the law firm 
Dewey & LeBoeuf in Washington. "Apple is going to keep antitrust lawyers very busy for some time to 
come." 

http://finance.yahoo.com/news/apples-market-clout-likely-draw-070332676.html 

 

Gas Price Disparity Seems Here to Stay 
By JEFF SOMMER  
March 10, 2012 

 
THE price of gasoline is rising, but the nation isn’t sharing the pain equally. 

The average price of a gallon of regular was $3.76 a gallon on Friday — up 8 percent in the last month — a 
tabulation that masks significant regional disparities, said Avery Ash, manager of federal relations for the 
AAA. 

A gallon of regular was only $3.33 in Colorado, for example, and in Wyoming it was $3.28, the lowest in 
the nation. Along the Gulf of Mexico, the price was a bit higher: $3.59 in Texas, $3.60 in Alabama and 
$3.62 in Louisiana. For nastier numbers, turn to the Northeast and the West Coast: $3.99 in New York 
and Connecticut and a whopping $4.35 in California. 

Global energy markets determine the national trend for oil and gasoline prices, and those markets have 
been rattled by tensions with Iran. Yet energy markets are also resiliently local, as the patchwork quilt of 
gasoline prices illustrates. A flood of relatively cheap oil and gasoline is washing through parts of the 
American heartland, but it’s barely reaching consumers in the rest of the nation. 

―Energy is all about infrastructure and logistics,‖ said Edward L. Morse, global head of commodities 
research at Citigroup and a former deputy assistant secretary of state for international energy policy. 
―While energy markets are global,‖ he said, ―if oil is just sitting in the ground — or if you can’t move it 
from Point A to Point B — it’s not going to do you a whole lot of good.‖ 

In the United States, a combination of infrastructure constraints and legal impediments makes it very 
likely that regional price disparities will widen in coming weeks. This is probable even if the government 
decides to tap the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to bring down overall prices, interviews with industry 
experts suggest. 

First, the global backdrop: Factors tightening supplies include harsh weather in Europe, a cutback in 
exports from producers like Syria, Yemen and South Sudan, growing demand from India and China, and, 
increasingly, international measures imposed on Iran. Because of concern about Iran’s nuclear program, 
the United States is restricting bank transactions with Tehran, the European Union has set an embargo on 
Iranian oil for July 1 and many international insurers have stopped covering tanker pickups of Iranian oil. 

The insurance cutoff is already having an effect, said Morten Arntzen , the nonexecutive chairman of 
Tankers International, a consortium of supertankers based in London. Tankers International is ―not going 
to Iran any longer,‖ he said. (Mr. Arntzen is also chief executive of the Overseas Shipholding Group, the 
largest United States tanker operator, which, he said, has not taken part in the Iran trade as a company 
since 2002.) 

The possibility that Iran might block shipping in the Strait of Hormuz has added a risk premium to oil 
futures markets, which are regionally bifurcated, said Robbert Van Batenburg, head of equity research at 
Louis Capital Markets. The price for Brent crude, widely viewed as the global benchmark for oil, was 
about $126 a barrel on Friday, far higher than for West Texas Intermediate, often called the American 
benchmark, which was about $107. 

The gap has been widening. North American oil ―is trading at a discount to world prices, because it is 
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landlocked and can’t easily be transported to world markets‖ — or to refiners in the Northeast or the West 
Coast, said Andrew J. Black , president of the Association of Oil Pipe Lines. And East Coast gasoline prices 
reflect the higher Brent crude price, said Tom Kloza, chief oil analyst for the private Oil Price Information 
Service. 

Crude oil production has increased sharply in Canada and in the central United States in recent years — 
including initial production from the Bakken Shale, an oil-rich deposit in North Dakota. This has created 
what the White House calls a bottleneck in Cushing, Okla., the midcontinent storage hub. 

Pipelines connect Cushing to ports and refineries in the gulf, but they flow in only one direction at a time, 
and were originally designed to move imported oil north from the gulf into the Midwest, Mr. Morse said. 
In a laborious process, the flow of some pipelines is being reversed and a new one — the southern part of 
the Keystone XL pipeline — is being built to ease the glut. (The pipeline’s owner has reapplied for 
permission to build a northern portion, which would run from Alberta, Canada, to Cushing, after 
President Obama said that more extensive environmental reviews were needed.) 

In the short term, if prices spike further in a geopolitical crisis, the government could release oil from the 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, a series of storage sites on the gulf in Louisiana and Texas established in the 
wake of the 1973 oil shock. But Mr. Morse said that moving oil through the north-south pipelines 
connected to the reserve no longer made sense because of the glut to the north. ―It’s not needed there,‖ he 
said. 

Moving reserve oil by tanker from the gulf could run into another series of problems. The 1920 Jones Act 
requires purely domestic cargo to move on ships built in the United States, carrying the American flag and 
using American crews. Large tankers meeting these requirements are in service on the Alaska-California 
route, but few are available for additional shipping, according to government reports. 

To release oil from the reserve quickly during the Libya crisis last year, the government waived provisions 
of the Jones Act. Some labor and industry groups oppose a repeat performance. 

―In a time of high unemployment in the United States, ignoring the Jones Act, which has been central to 
American national security and protects American jobs, just makes no sense,‖ said Dan Duncan, 
secretary-treasurer of the maritime trades department of the A.F.L.-C.I.O. 

And Thomas A. Allegretti, president of the American Waterways Operators, which represents tug and 
barge operators, says that there are plenty of small to midsize vessels available that are Jones Act-
compliant. ―Our barges are transporting a great deal of petroleum products already,‖ he said. ―We have a 
fleet that is ready and able.‖ 

But even if there were enough American-flagged ships to move substantial amounts of additional oil, the 
price of shipping from the gulf to the Northeast or the West Coast is prohibitive, several industry 
executives said, because American-flagged vessels charge much higher rates than foreign-flagged ones. 

That helps explain why gasoline in the Northeast is so expensive. ―If we could get that cheaper American 
oil in our Northeast refineries, we would have been using it,‖ said Thomas Golembeski, a spokesman for 
Sunoco, which is closing its refineries in the region. Those operations are unprofitable, he says, partly 
because Sunoco must import more expensive oil from Europe and Africa. 

Prices may ultimately decline nationwide. But as Northeast refineries close, the federal Energy 
Information Administration says, prices for refined petroleum products in the region are likely to rise 
compared with the rest of the country. That should be true even when differences in local taxes are taken 
into account. 

Eventually, market forces will bring the Northeast’s prices down some, the agency says, but infrastructure 
and shipping constraints are likely to preserve regional disparities. 

Meanwhile, if you are a consumer in a less-favored region, be prepared for more unpleasant price 
comparisons. 
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